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Manado:

Indonesia offers some of the most varied
and best value coral reef diving in the
world. Simon Rogerson tours the walls
and muck dives of North Sulawesi 
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hen I first started diving 22 years ago, 
the hottest ticket in scuba travel was
Bunaken, then a newly created marine
park in the north of Sulawesi, Indonesia. 
I met travelling divers who couldn’t stop

raving about the place: its walls were the most
spectacular; its turtles were the biggest; its marine life
the most profuse and varied. To back up the hype, the
marine photographer Michael Aw published a coffee-
table book on the area, it pages awash with colour.
Bunaken was the place to go.
A couple of decades on, Bunaken is still highly

rated, but it has a lot more rivals within the region –
places like the Lembeh Strait, the island of Ambon or
the reefs of Rajah Ampat. With so many choices across
the crescent of the Indonesian archipelago, where
does Bunaken / Manado stand in the context of
modern dive travel? Earlier this year I decided to find
out for myself and made northern Sulawesi the focus
of my big annual trip. I chose to stay and dive with the
Murex resorts in Manado and on the island of 
Bangka to the north.
Before we get to the diving, let’s get the

geographical details right. Manado is the name of the
regional capital, a bustling city of 500,000 inhabitants
and the capital of North Sulawesi. You fly into
Manado’s airport and then transfer to the resorts
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WAbove: Giant green turtles are
the stars of the show at Bunaken
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WAbove: Whip coral
gobies in Manado Bay

beyond the city. Bunaken is the offshore marine
park, an area of 890 square kilometres noted for its
diversity and providing a habitat for 390 species of
coral. Most of the park is marine habitat, but there are
five islands, including the inactive volcano Manado
Tua, which rises 600 metres above the sea.
There are a few resorts on these islands, but there’s

plenty of motivation to stay on the mainland. Murex is
located in Kalasey, 30 minutes southwest of Manado
city. Originally a weekend retreat from Manado city, it
comprises 15 bungalows set in a shady tropical
garden. Three rivers run through the resort; they have
been diverted to create a series of brooks and koi
ponds, so water features dominate the entire property.
It isn’t quite a luxury resort, but it is well appointed
and the staff are incredibly friendly and obliging.

Bunaken – walls of life
So let’s talk about the diving. Murex operates a fleet of
locally built boats, each powered by twin four-stoke
engines. A typical day will see the guests departing
shortly after breakfast for a two dives in the Bunaken
reserve (the crossing takes about 45 minutes) before
returning for a dive closer to home in Manado Bay.
The bay and the reserve offer wildly contrasting
dives – out in Bunaken the dominant features
are dramatic coral walls bristling with soft corals
and big gorgonian fans in vivid colours,
whereas Manado Bay is generally low-viz
with shallow dives on black volcanic sand.

Being out in a boat from 9am to 4pm
can be a bit wearing, but the boats are
sufficiently comfortable for a pleasant
day bobbing about at sea. You get a
tasty packed lunch and there’s plenty of
cold drinks and tea on offer. Almost as
important, the boats have toilets, so
you don’t have to spend long spells
waiting for an opportune moment to
go for a discrete ‘swim’.
I really enjoyed the reefs at

Bunaken. The coral is as varied and
vibrant as anywhere I have visited,
but the stars of the show are the
massive green turtles that you find
dozing along the edges and under
the corals.
The signature dive is Lekuan 1,

a vertical wall covered with
sponges and corals and home to
the legendary Rambo, the biggest
turtle in the islands supposedly
weighing in at more than 250kg.
We had 25 metres visibility, which
is about average, though the
guides told me there are times in
the hot season when it can reach a
genuine 40m. There were plenty of

small reef fish, but not so many
pelagics, with the exception of a few solitary

jacks that cruised by the wall. In the blue you
often see white-tip reef sharks and eagle rays
cruising by.
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For the second dive, we headed for Bunaken Timur,
a 40m wall on the east side of Bunaken Island.

Again, we had the lovely blue water and the
spectacularly adorned wall, including plenty of clumps
of whip corals, one of my favourites. Here I was
particularly impressed by the reef shallows, where the
fan corals of deeper water gave way to a field of
staghorn coral. It’s so hard to find healthy staghorn
these days, because it is so susceptible to
environmental change and is often the first coral to
bleach and die when temperatures fluctuate beyond
its tolerance. Here, it was utterly pristine, and drifting
over its intricate mosaic in the afternoon sun felt like a
wonderful privilege.
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VTop left: Beachside
cottage at Murex
Bangka

WTop right: Departing
for a night dive at
Bangka Island

RAbove: A
nudibranch laying
eggs on a hydroid at
Bangka Island



finger. Undeterred by the size differential, they swam
right up to my dive lights, so close it was impossible
(nearly) to photograph them, then disappeared into
the blackness. Soon after, we ran into a school of
bigfin reef squid, one of which charged headlong at
my camera, causing me to shriek into my mouthpiece.
I love an eventful night dive, and Murex delivered a
spooky classic.

Bangka Island – leaving the world behind
If you hanker for your own place in the sun, you
should consider visiting the Murex resort on Bangka
Island, just 24 miles northeast of Bunaken yet
seemingly in a world of its own. The resort comprises
six simple timber cottages built around a beach of
perfect white sand – a complete contrast to the dark
volcanic sand of the mainland. You get two dives in
the morning, a dive after lunch and a night dive if
there’s demand. There are no distractions, just a very
comfortable vantage point to contemplate the
Celebes Sea.
Underwater, Bangka presents a different proposition

to Bunaken or Manado. Instead of drop-offs, there is a
series of gulleys, pinnacles and swim-throughs – the
sort of environment that yields a good mixture of
wildlife. My visit coincided with strong currents and
milky viz, but we saw reef sharks and rays, and schools
of blue striped snapper. The area is known for its
sponges and soft corals, but it wasn’t easy to
appreciate them as the current carried us past the reef.
Should you go to Bangka? I think the setting alone

makes it worth a visit, but the diving is harder to pin
down. I think it’s a sort of halfway house between the
classic reef dives of Bunaken and the benthic oddities
of the Lembeh Strait to the southeast. If you go there
expecting a manicured resort and liveried staff, you’d
be barking up the wrong palm tree – you go there
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Manado Bay – a shift in focus
All our third dives were carried out in Manado Bay,
which has long been popular with close-up or ‘macro’
photographers. Our guides selected Tanjung Bulo, a
sloping reef noted for its nudibranchs – you can easily
find more than a dozen different species on a single
dive. We also found cuttlefish, ribbon eels and a
harlequin shrimp, and the seabed was alive with tiny
boxfish. I’ve always been a sucker for a whip coral
goby and had fun trying to follow these tiny fish as
they flickered around their home. At one point I was
hovering upside down trying to photograph what
looked like a female with eggs when a male zipped in
and posed obligingly on the other side of the whip.
I could go on and give you a full account of my next

three days of diving, but it would be a bit repetitive
because, well, we just did the same kind of stuff. Wall,
wall, sand; turtles, lovely corals, critters. There are
subtle little differences between the various sites,
but… they’re subtle. You do see different creatures on
every dive, but I got the impression that was more to
do with chance than the dives being especially
different. But if this balance of diving floats your boat
– as it does mine – then more of the same is by no
means a bad thing.
I strongly recommend the house reef at Murex. 

I had a superb dive here – one of my favourite all time
night dives – in the company of resort owner Danny
Charlton and it was non-stop critter action for 90
glorious minutes. There’s little point reeling off the list
of nudibranchs and crustaceans we saw, because it
would take up the rest of this page. For me, the
highlight of the dive was the night squid.
Squid move so fast and react to divers in such an

unpredictable way, they make a real challenge for
photographers. Our guide found a little family of
dwarf squid, each one barely the size of my little
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WLeft to right:
Friendly squid on the
Murex night dive;
gorgonian coral and a
colony of whip corals
on the walls at
Bunaken



for informality and peace. After my first two dives, 
I parked myself in a cushioned bench outside my
cottage and surrendered to the elemental simplicity of
the place – the sand below, the sea in front and a
gentle breeze moving through the trees. Dreams of a
desert island may seem hackneyed, but this sort of
place can inspire a profound calm.
Again, night dives were the most productive. The

dive boat moored in front of a village as the vestige of
sunset faded on the horizon, then we slipped into the
voiceless water and drifted to bank of sponges, where
frogfish the size of melons lay motionless in the
gloom. An octopus shifted on a nearby sponge, giving
away its position and startling a nearby cardinalfish.
Down on the seabed, strange nudibranchs crawled
across the sand; our torch beams picked out a
cockatoo waspfish, flattened against the seabed as it
mimicked a swaying leaf.
I enjoyed the site so much I put in a request to dive

it again at the end of my third day at Bangka. My
motivation was in part to have a look at the giant
frogfish in daylight, but also to search for an expensive
magnifying lens that had dropped off my camera in all
the excitement. As it turned out, I was distracted from
the search when dive guide Sandro found a broadclub
cuttlefish the size of a rugby ball. I have always been
fascinated by these complex cephalopods, and I was
amazed to see how determined this one was to
maintain its position on the reef. Its body flashed
through an impressive repertoire of colours and
textures as it reacted to my every move.
There was even time at the end of the dive to carry

out a quick search for the missing lens, and even
though I had given it up for lost, I buckled down to
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VAbove: Bunaken’s
fan corals occur in
vivid colours

SBelow: Brittlestar on
sponge, Bangka Island

TBottom left to right:
Horned boxfish in
Manado Bay;
Undescribed
nudibranch at Bangka
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Book it
There is a range of accommodation and diving deals 
at both resorts, so we asked Murex to quote a few
sample packages. At Murex Manado, five nights
accommodation and four days of diving on a three
dives per day deal costs $838, based on double
occupancy. If you go for seven nights and six days of
diving, you pay $1,146. At Murex Bangka, five nights
accommodation and four days of diving on a ‘three
dives a day’ package costs $990, again based on two
sharing. If you opt for seven nights and six days of

diving, the price is $1,356 (cheaper ‘two dives-a-day’
packages are also available). I recommend a
combination of both resorts – Murex has put together
a 14-night combo tour with 13 days of diving, priced
$2,251 for the ‘two dives’ package or $2,692 for 
the ‘three dives’ deal. The price includes all meals,
snacks, guided dives and transfers. For more details
go to www.murexdive.com or email
reservations@murexdive.com – mention SCUBA
magazine when booking and you’ll get a good price.

Getting there
The local airport is Manado, from where you can make
connections to Bunaken, Bangka or Lembeh resorts.
To get there, you have the choice of two carriers for
the international segment – Singapore Air
www.singaporeair.com or Air Malaysia Airlines
www.malaysiaairlines.com Expect to pay between
£700 and £1,200 for return flights from the UK. 
I travelled in mid-March with Singapore Air and paid
£800.

a circular search pattern. Amazingly, I found it on the
93rd minute of a 90-minute dive – my eyes somehow
settling on the incongruous black cylinder frosted with
a fine dusting of white sand.
Later that day I would travel down the coast to the

fabled muck diving sites of the Lembeh Strait and 
one of the best scuba resorts I have ever stayed at.
But as Bangka Island receded on the horizon I felt a
pang of regret that I had to leave so soon. For anyone
who wants to leave the world behind them, it is
strongly recommended.

WAbove: Staghorn
coral thrives in the
shallows in Bunaken

SBelow: The
broadclub cuttlefish
shows no fear

UBelow right: A
cockatoo waspfish on
the seabed at Bangka

SBelow: Searching a
gorgonian coral for
tiny critters

UBelow right: A giant
frogfish camouflaged
between sponges


